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At Spirits Avenue, we take pride in representing a diverse and
dynamic portfolio of wine and spirits brands. Our collection is a

testament to our commitment to quality, innovation, and
strategic growth in the industry.

We have exclusive brands under the Mezcal District label, as
well as El Jefe, which stand as shining examples of our unique

and high-caliber offerings. These brands embody the essence of
exclusivity and quality that Spirits Avenue is known for, catering

to a discerning clientele that appreciates the finer nuances of
premium spirits.

In addition to our exclusive labels, we are dedicated to fostering
the growth and expansion of our client brands. Our approach is
not just about representation; it's about partnership. We work

closely with these brands, understanding their vision and
objectives, and employing our expertise to help them expand

their geographic footprint. Our goal is to navigate the
complexities of the market, identify growth opportunities, and

strategically position these brands for success.



Country Of Origin
Mexico

Impeccably cooked and distilled from 100% espadin agave, this
authentic and pure mezcal captures the rich aromas of the piña

with just the perfect amount of smokiness. Mexcalia is a wonderful
place to start your mezcal journey. Round and lithe on the palate,

rich in its soft and fruity aromas, this traditional “elixir of the gods”
is immensely satisfying to sip on. Serve it cold, have it in neat little

sips, and discover the exceptional flavors and smoothness of
premium mezcal.

40% Alc./Vol.
750ml

100% 
Agave Espadin



Country Of Origin
Mexico

Intentionally crafted to swathe you in its smokiness, Fandango is a
measured amplification of the finest roast of espadin agave. Pushed to its

tender limits, the piña is kept into the furnace until it liberates an
explosion of tastes and aromas, allowing you to experience the true spirit

of mezcal the way the indigenous people of Oaxaca did, 400 years ago.
As versatile as the traditional and enthralling Spanish dance that it

commemorates, Fandango can be sipped cold and neat, or mixed into an
eccentric cocktail, your way.

40% Alc./Vol.
750ml

100% 
Agave Espadin



Country Of Origin
Mexico

Handcrafted in Santiago Matatlán, El Salto combines the traditional
smokiness of mezcal with enthralling undertones of vanilla.

Named after the majestic El Salto, this mezcal elevates the senses and
offers a deep dive into the lushness and sweetness of the aromatic herbs of

Oaxaca, Mexico.
Explore the many edges of El Salto in your favorite cocktails and let your

palate embrace the delicate, resinous and floral perfume of vanilla.

40% Alc./Vol.
750ml

100% 
Agave Espadin



Country Of Origin
Mexico

Fabricated into iniquitous perfection and infused with the aromatic scent
of the most popular flavor in the world, this one is by far our friendliest mezcal.

Roasted and concocted by our maestro mezcalero, El Compadre exalts the
wonderful, rich fragrance of dark chocolate.

The gentlest, yet most mischievous of our mezcals, El Compadre captivates
with its distinctive dusky fragrances. Flowing and amusing, this fine spirit,
wonderfully mixed in a cocktail, will make you fall in love with the night, as

it takes you through a sinful yet heavenly journey.

40% Alc./Vol.
750ml

100% 
Agave Espadin



Country Of Origin
Canada

The light floral scent of vanilla and violets, the piney flavor of cardamom and
juniper berries, the fresh and strong aroma of coriander, the sharp and pungent
taste of pepper, the sweetness of cherry blossoms, the acidic yet slightly sweet

tang of lime, the warmth of a bite of ginger, the intense fragrance of yuzu, the
woody taste of cinnamon, the sweet-tart aftertaste of an orange and the earthy

taste of angelica roots.

Experience them all in one sip and be overwhelmed.

40% Alc./Vol.
750ml

Aromatic
Citrus



Country Of Origin
Canada

40% Alc./Vol.
750ml

Red Berries
 Medley

The delightful tartness of cranberries, the light acidity and sweetness of
bilberry, the intense flavor of a ripe raspberry, the unique combination of sweet
and sour rhubarbs, the plumpness of a fresh strawberry, and the slightly acidic,

juicy, and fruity taste of perfectly balanced cherries.

A release of pink mellow delights in your mouth.



Country Of Origin
Canada

40% Alc./Vol.
750ml

Lemon
Basil

Savor the invigorating essence of Tresor’s Lemon Basil Gin, where the sun-
kissed zest of lemon intertwines with the aromatic freshness of basil. This gin is

a celebration of citrus vibrance, with the lemon's bright, tangy notes providing a
refreshing sharpness that awakens the senses. The herbaceous, peppery

undertones of basil add a layer of sophistication, creating a harmonious blend
that is both uplifting and grounding. Every sip is a crisp and clean journey

through a garden of delight, making our Lemon Basil Gin a perfect testament to
the art of botanical alchemy.



Our exclusive agave spirit is exceptionally versatile in mixology. Its smooth and
fruity profile enhances the flavors of cocktails, making it a perfect substitute for

tequila in margaritas, palomas, and other classic tequila-based drinks. Its
compatibility with a wide range of mixers also invites creativity in cocktail crafting.

Available in blanco, reposado, baby mango and spicy strawberry.

Ideal for bars and restaurants looking to offer high-quality, cost-effective
alternatives to traditional spirits. Our agave spirit not only delivers on taste but

also adds value to your beverage menu, attracting broad range of customers
seeking a unique drinking experience.

Country Of Origin
Mexico

36% Alc./Vol.
750ml & 1L

Agave
Spirit



Arbolencia wine, hailing from an expansive, certified organic vineyard, celebrates
the symbiotic relationship with nature. Grown in the historically rich wine region of

La Mancha, this brand is a testament to the area's favorable climatic conditions.
Arbolencia embodies a commitment to sustainable and environmentally friendly

organic farming practices, prioritizing the health of the land over mass production.
Each bottle captures the essence of its nourishing, fertile soils, delivering the

purest expression of the grapes.

Country Of Origin
Spain

11.5% Alc./Vol.
750ml

Organic
Wine
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